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Try our September - ‘Passwords’ Quiz

This week’s stories:

- SFU ransomware attack exposed data from 250,000 accounts, documents show

- Suspicious activity found on 48,000 CRA accounts after cyberattacks: treasury board
  https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/cyber-attack-cra-1.5729230

- The perils of privacy breaches by hospital employees
  
- NIST Privacy Framework: A Tool for Improving Privacy Through Enterprise Risk Management (Preliminary Draft)

- “Zerologon” Continues to Reverberate, as Gov't Scrambles to Patch

- SEC Issues New Risk Alert on “Credential Stuffing” Attacks

- Leading U.S. laser developer IPG Photonics hit with ransomware

- This Russian Facial Recognition Startup Plans To Take Its ‘Aggression Detection’ Tech Global With $15 Million Backing From Sovereign Wealth Funds

- Police Open Homicide Probe Into Hospital Hack After Woman Dies

- U.S. charges Chinese Winnti hackers for attacking 100+ companies

- Hacking Group Used Malware to Bypass 2FA on Android Devices

SFU ransomware attack exposed data from 250,000 accounts, documents

The Treasury Board of Canada says it has uncovered suspicious activities on more than 48,000 Canada Revenue Agency accounts following cyberattacks in July and August.

The treasury says the previously announced attacks targeted CRA accounts and GCKey, an online portal through which Canadians access employment insurance and immigration services.

Click link above to read more

Suspicious activity found on 48,000 CRA accounts after cyberattacks: treasury
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/cyber-attack-cra-1.5729230
IPG Photonics, a leading U.S. developer of fiber lasers for cutting, welding, medical use, and laser weaponry has suffered a ransomware attack that is disrupting their operations.

Based out of Oxford, Massachusetts, IPG Photonics has locations worldwide where they employ over 4,000 people and have a $1.3 billion revenue in 2019.

Click link above to read more

The perils of privacy breaches by hospital employees


Canadian privacy laws contain a basic safeguarding principle: access to personal information may only be granted on a need-to-know basis. Snooping violates that principle.

Several Ontario arbitrators have upheld a “zero tolerance” approach for #privacy breaches at hospitals, holding that summary dismissal is the appropriate remedy for deliberate breaches of confidentiality and workplace codes of conduct by hospital employees who snoop into patient records for their own reasons, rather than for any legitimate purpose.

Click link above to read more

NIST Privacy Framework: A Tool for Improving Privacy Through Enterprise Risk Management (Preliminary Draft)


Announcement

NIST seeks comments on the Preliminary Draft of the "NIST Privacy Framework: A Tool for Improving Privacy through Enterprise Risk Management" ("Preliminary Draft"). The Preliminary Draft was developed by NIST using information collected through the Request for Information (RFI) that was published in the Federal Register on November 14, 2018, and a series of open public workshops and webinars. NIST developed the Preliminary Draft in collaboration with public and private stakeholders.

Click link above to read more

“Zerologon” Continues to Reverberate, as Gov’t Scrambles to Patch


The impact of a devastating Windows Server vulnerability dubbed “Zerologon” — ostensibly patched by Microsoft on August 11 — continues to reverberate, with the US Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) warning US government agencies Friday that they have four-days to implement the patch. That CISA feels it needs to do so — over a month after the CVSS 10-rated bug was fixed by Microsoft in a software update — is itself a worrying sign that critical patches are not being widely implemented across the government estate. (The patch is a temporary mitigation, with a full fix not due until early 2021. Several end-users have warned that the fix breaks other critical programmes, including VPNs).

Click link above to read more

SEC Issues New Risk Alert on “Credential Stuffing” Attacks

On September 15, 2020, the SEC’s Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations (OCIE) issued a Risk Alert highlighting the recent uptick in “credential stuffing” cyber-attacks against SEC-registered investment advisors and broker dealers.

Credential stuffing is an automated cyber-attack on Internet-based user accounts and firm networks. Attackers obtain usernames and passwords from the dark web and then employ automated scripts utilizing the compromised information to attempt to log in and gain unauthorized access to other customer accounts and firm networks. Credential stuffing has proven to be a more effective way for hackers to gain access to accounts and firm systems than traditional brute force password attacks have been. If the credential stuffing attack is successful, attackers can gain access to and control over customer assets and confidential information.

Click link above to read more

Leading U.S. laser developer IPG Photonics hit with ransomware

IPG Photonics, a leading U.S. developer of fiber lasers for cutting, welding, medical use, and laser weaponry has suffered a ransomware attack that is disrupting their operations.

Based out of Oxford, Massachusetts, IPG Photonics has locations worldwide where they employ over 4,000 people and have a $1.3 billion revenue in 2019.

Click link above to read more

This Russian Facial Recognition Startup Plans To Take Its ‘Aggression Detection’ Tech Global With $15 Million Backing From Sovereign Wealth Funds

Next year, in cities across the world, expect to have your face scanned for levels of aggression. NtechLab, a Russian facial recognition company best known for the FindFace app once labelled the harbinger for the end of online privacy, says it’s currently testing “aggression detection” tech with plans for a full rollout to its surveillance partners and customers in 2021.

Click link above to read more

Police Open Homicide Probe Into Hospital Hack After Woman Dies
https://www.silicon.co.uk/workspace/ransomware-attack-hospital-347839

German police have opened a homicide investigation into a hacking incident that shut down the computer systems of a Düsseldorf hospital after a woman died.

Malware installed by hackers began affecting the systems of Düsseldorf University Hospital (UKD) in the early hours of 10 September, making the facility’s IT systems largely unusable, UKD said in an advisory.

Click link above to read more

U.S. charges Chinese Winnti hackers for attacking 100+ companies
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/us-charges-chinese-winnti-hackers-for-attacking-100-
The U.S. Department of Justice announced today charges against five Chinese nationals for cyberattacks on more than 100 companies, some of them being attributed to state-backed hacking group APT41.

APT41 is one of the oldest threat groups, known primarily for cyber-espionage operations against a variety of entities, including software developers, gaming companies, hardware manufacturers, think tanks, telcos, social, universities, or foreign governments.

Click link above to read more

Hacking Group Used Malware to Bypass 2FA on Android Devices
https://threatpost.com/google-play-bans-stalkerware/159328/

A recently uncovered hacking group that has targeted Iranian dissidents for several years has developed malware that can bypass two-factor authentication protection on Android devices to steal passwords, according to a paper published by Check Point Research on Friday.

The hacking group, which Check Point researchers call "Rampant Kitten," also has developed other malicious tools used to steal information and personal data from Windows devices and Telegram accounts, according to the report.

Click link above to read more
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